Live on MLearning!

Training is in full swing for the MBECT team. We’ve had a lot of positive feedback from our hands-on training sessions and we have many more open sessions available; see details about signing up below. Can’t make it to a session in person? No problem! We’re rolling out MLearning modules to let people get training at their workstation or to use as a resource if you need a little reminder about how something works. The system is still changing as it is being built so we will be updating screenshots and details as they become relevant. We’d love to hear your feedback!

To access MLearning go to their site at:

http://mlearning.med.umich.edu/

Choose the search catalog option from the left-hand menu:

My Learning Plan
Search Catalog
Reports

Use the search options to locate one of our courses:

Search for a Course to Enroll In:

Keywords: 
Course Code: 

More

SEARCH AND ENROLL

Hands on training for the new system has begun!
Sign up here: http://tinyurl.com/MBECT-Training

MLearning Catalog

Find our full course offering online by the end of this week. More modules available soon!

- CRAO-10012: MBECT Billing Calendar Activity
- CRAO-10013: MBECT Billing Calendar Cycles and Visits
- CRAO-10014: MBECT Billing Calendar Header
- CRAO-10015: MBECT Billing Calendar Items and Search Filter
- CRAO-10016: MBECT Billing Calendar Overview
- CRAO-10017: MBECT Billing Calendar Visits
- CRAO-10018: MBECT Subject Enrollment
- CRAO-10019: MBECT Item Favorites

As always, we appreciate any form of feedback and would love to have your thoughts about how this style of communication works for you. Do you have topics you’d like addressed? Let us know! You can always contact our help desk at CRAO-MBECT-HELP@med.umich.edu or by calling 734-764-KNOW (5669).
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